ABSTRACT
where U is the potential of the earth on a unit mass. Let us omit higher order terms and take With the help of Green's function ( )( ') 12 ( , ') ( ') () 21 ( , ') ( ', )( ') 
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Then equating the coefficient of ,, 
where the zeroth approximation may be taken as       For the determination of the first approximation we shall give the increment to
defined by linear integral equations
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The journal The second approximation       Let us now find out the conditions under which the process of successive approximation given by (7) converge. Let us write them down in the following form. 
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where the derivatives It can be shown that the inequalities hold for jn  and as the consequence of (14) we can say that the inequalities hold for an arbitrary n By Mathematical induction under condition …. (15) where 11 Kh is minimum of 
